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Our Director of Finance, Ms. Emily Koczela, put countless hours into the financial plans behind our 
school referendum project.  In part, due to her hard work, citizens decided that the economic impact 
was affordable for what we would get in return.  But, as the process continues - the stars have aligned - 
resulting in substantial savings for the district.   Substantial?   Yes, we would call $8,027,344 in 
savings as substantial. 
 
When the $22 million referendums were passed – they are still $22 million.  Money didn’t fall from 
the sky, allowing us to buy more – build more – or get more.  It’s when you consider the life of the 
loan that the savings appear.  We save money on interest, and thus lessen the yearly financial impact 
on the district’s budget. 
 
When a district undertakes a building project such as this – they can’t just write a check – the money 
isn’t there.  So they sell bonds (take a loan).   With the levy that was set, it was originally thought that 
the bond would take 25 years to pay off.  Since bonds are for a maximum of 20 years, they thought 
they were going to have to issue a 5-year bond, and then 5 years later, issue a 20-year bond.  So we 
really would have a 25-year loan.  But then the pieces began to fall into place. 
 

• We originally qualified for $5 million in QZAB (Federal) loans.  These loans are interest free 
(the best kind), and the remaining $17 million to be funded through General Obligation bonds.  
But since QZAB loans are usually for 17 or 18 years, we’d have to pay those off before we paid 
off the loans that did actually charge interest.  The effect - the QZAB payments would 
dominate our cash flow for 18 years, and we would have to pay a lot of interest, just to hold 
over the other loans until year 19.  It wouldn’t be until then that we could start paying them off.  
Not an ideal situation. 

 

• Then we qualified for an additional $2.4 in QZAB loans (again interest free).  This 2nd QZAB 
is for 10 years. 
 

• On February 1, 2012, the Federal government established a new duration for the QZAB loans – 
20 years.  So now, our QZAB and General Obligation bonds have the same duration.  This way 
we can avoid excessive interest, pay off the loans which charge interest first – and the interest 
free ones last. 
 

• Interest rates remain near record lows.  At least lower than originally planned for. 
 
All of these savings add up.  Will it mean cash gushing from the doors of the Administration Building 
– NO - but it will ease the impact on future budgets and the taxpayers. 
 
P.S.  We’ve kept it pretty simple here – but if you want to look at the numbers – visit our website, 
where Emily’s projections are posted. 
 


